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KS8 BC controllers offer future flexibility to expand the new Air Conditioning 
system at Inverclyde Council.

When approaching the Inverclyde Council Library project Campbell's had to 
consider the potential requirement for future expansion of the office space and 
expansion to the newly proposed Air Conditioning systems serving these areas. 
The client was keen to minimise any disruption and downtime to the Air 
Conditioning when and if such an expansion was to go ahead.

Kooltech assisted with the design of the Mitsubishi VRF system incorporating 
KCON bespoke products that would be ideal for any future expansion to the 
building. KS8 BC controllers with isolation valves where installed, these will 
minimise downtime of any additional expansion to the VRF system. 95% of any 
future installation could now be completed prior to shutting down the Air 
Conditioning system.

"Kooltech's bespoke solution's and design support benefited our company. We 
could clearly demonstrate to our client how a potentially disruptive expansion 
could be minimised by using the KS8 BC controller product".

"KS8 BC Controllers are now designed into future Campbell projects as standard 
due to the benefits this product provides. The product not only assists future 
expansion but also an individual fan coil can be isolated because of the isolation 
valves. Engineers can carry out repair works whilst the remainder of the system 
remains fully operational. The system is very flexible". Campbell Birnie - 
Managing Director, Campbells Air Conditioning

Campbell's Air Conditioning was formed in 2001 by Campbell Birnie to provide 
a specialist Air Conditioning service to the commercial market in Scotland 
providing design, installation and maintenance. Campbell's are passionate about 
training their engineers with up to date products as well as being fully compliant 
with trade legislation. As a company they strive to continuously improve and 
deliver a market leading service that their clients deserve.


